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Abstract

Prosopography is one of the core fields that triggered the use of digital methods in historical research. Prosopographical data collections have been converted into databases since the 1970s (e.g. Barman et al. 1977, Althoff 1978). Social network analysis has triggered a rich corpus of research on prosopographical data (e.g. Warren et al. 2016, Jackson 2017, Bühlmann 2012). It is no surprise that a discussion on modelling took up, in which John Bradley labeled an idea shared by several prosopographical researchers as the “factoid” approach (Bradley/Short 2005). The factoid approach keeps the information gathered from the sources on a person separate from its justification in a source and the abstract concept of the person. There are two major approaches to allow data exchange: Exposing the data as RDF or via a local RESTful API. Both have advantages and disadvantages we have discussed in 2019 (Vogeler, Schlögl, Vasold, forthcoming). Following the example of IIIF, IPIF takes a pragmatic approach to data exchange: It defines a RESTful API intended to be easily consumable. It is described following the OpenAPI standard which facilitates code creation on server and client side. IPIF has been realized in several prototypes (Vogeler/Schlögl/Vasold/Stoff 2020)

The fundamental modeling decision in IPIF is to follow the factoid model: in IPIF the factoid with the metadata of its creation and modification aggregates information on a person, the source of information and the statements extracted from the source by the creator of the factoid. Most of the data can have either a literal content (label) or reference alternatively a URI (uri): places, groups, related persons, or roles. To remain open to case specific information, statements can be typed by the data provider. IPIF strives to be part of the semantic web by describing the JSON results of the API as json-ld.

While developing the API and implementing prototypes (Vogeler et al. 2020) several issues came up. We think they are common to modelling person related information from historical data sets and would like to discuss them in the present paper.

It is well known, how complicated historical dates can be: time ranges (e.g. “in summer 1450”), relative time (e.g. “before Eastern 1130”), incomplete information (e.g. by damages in the source) or information reduced just for communication (e.g. reigns expressed in years). IPIF currently does not model all these possibilities but distinguishes between date/label and date/sortdate, which allows to keep the original information in textual form but also allows to filter and sort by a computable date, which is based on the creators decision.

\\textsuperscript{*}Speaker
The factoid model creates a network of data resources: factoids, persons, statements, sources. All of them are represented with endpoints that can be filtered by query parameters. In particular filtering factoid-resources by statement content can lead to ambiguities: The result of the filter will return only factoids which contain statements that fulfill the filter criteria. Nevertheless, it would make queries easier, if the result could include information on the statements, sources and persons related to the factoids as well. This could be achieved by three methods:

With a dynamic creation of the results, each object would include only the related resources that fulfil the filter criterias. However, this would entail an implementation burden and would result in "instable" factoids.

The filter could be applied only to the queried resource but each of them could include all related resources even if not matched by filters. While this solution keeps the factoids stable, it also means that a query returns unexpected results.

The resources in the return could only point to the related resources not giving any content. This slight modification of solution 2 ensures on the one hand that we do not return full content statements - even if the pointers are still present - that don’t fit the filter criteria and on the other reduces the size of the result.

The factoid model is underspecified when it comes to cardinalities of the relationships. The typical situation probably is, that the researcher can extract several statements on a person from one source. But if the source talks about several persons, the factoid could make one statement on several persons (e.g. "X, Y, Z participated in the expedition to the South pole.").

The statement is the richest entity in the model as it should allow covering as many cases as possible. IPIF tries to identify a basic set of statements typically made on a person (name, memberOf, relatesToPerson, role, date, place). IPIF initially proposed a generic fall back property statementContent to cover other possible statements. This proved to be not specific enough, so IPIF introduced the distinction between statementType and statementText.

Strict conceptual models like the CIDOC CRM or BFO are based on a fundamental distinction between temporal and non temporal entities. This event based modelling seems to fit very well to prosopographical data, so other vocabularies like BIO (Davis/Galbraith 2010) enforces an event related modelling. Other models, like the BIO-CRM (Tuominen et al. 2018) or the TEI personography are less strict. Practice demonstrates that data often is not explicitly event based, e.g. with properties like "name".

A major use case for IPIF is autocompletion from external controlled vocabularies. This needs human readable identifiers for persons, like the typical controlled vocabulary entry as a combination of "name, claim to fame, birth, death". This solution does not cover the rich variance in possible descriptions in prosopography (Fokkens/Braake 2018): there are identifiable but anonymous persons (the bishop in a defined diocesis at a specific time, the father/wife of a person, etc.). "Claim to fame" depends on the context of data creation, birth and death are often not known, but a period of creative productivity is (floruit). The variety is well demonstrated by the results of a data-for-history-meeting in 2019 (Light et al. 2019). IPIF is about to propose a pragmatic solution.

The paper will present details on these and further modelling decisions, demonstrating how they affect the efficient use of the API and still can be reused in more strict conceptualisations of prosopographical data.
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